The Freshman Contest.

The Freshman class will hold their declamatory contests Wednesday evening at 8 p.m., in the Zeigler Hall. Admission 15 cents. The program will be as follows:

Vocal Solo........... F. E. Swanson
"Catalina's Defense"....... H. Allen
"John Burns of Gettysburg".

C. E. Davis
"The Death of the Old Squirt."

E. C. Dailey
Piano Solo........... Miss Myrtle Anderson
"The Raven"............ C. H. Stemple
"The Ballad of Carmelita's".

S. D. White
"Reverie on Lincoln"... J. S. Rossell
Vocal Solo.......... Miss Sadie Jones
"The Closet Scene in Hamlet".

R. L. Denning
"Italian Unity"............ N. S. Magowan
Bass Duet........... Messrs. Tanner and Price
A. Jasnow.................. J. A. Edwards
Professor M. J. Wade, and Rev. C. E. Perkins.
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A fair sized crowd saw the exhibition game of base ball between the Agricultural College team and the "Vanities" of Saturday afternoon. The day was as pleasant as could have been hoped for, was in fact an ideal day for athletics of any kind, and the spectators had come prepared to see a good game. That they were in a measure disappointed goes without saying. The Vanities did not seem to have any heart for the game and started out with the idea apparently that defeat was inevitable. The Agriculturalists scored in scoring three times during the first inning and increased their lead to eight runs in the second inning. The score was broken at Yale next Monday, 203-2. The Vanities made the strongest effort at the day. They took up the geography of the region, and gave arguments in favor of the northerners. She also showed that the man could be considered as a domestic animal, such as the sheep, etc. Her opponent, Jessie Johnson, '96, said that the ducks flying over the city were not likely to be called domestic animals in the sense she presented some other good points, but not all of them were heard, as she did not speak loud enough.

The Vanities did good work in the field and one of the few men who played an erraneous game. Coan covered his territory, right field, in good style, and together with Hirsh and Gillotti did the best work with the stick.

The Vanities probably made as many errors as the home team, but their redeeming feature was that they were good at the bat. The Vanities played Madison with the University of Wisconsin. A game may be arranged with Lake Forest University also. On the return trip the visitors will stop off at Cedar Rapids to play the Old College.

The Vanities were not as strong a team as expected. Their game was not up to the mark. They were not as strong as expected.

Hespeian Program.

The Hesperian meeting last Saturday evening was probably the last open session of the society, as the joint program with the Zetas will be held at the next regular meeting of the society, and a fairly representative program was presented.

An instrumental solo by Miss Georgia North pleasant opened the program. This was followed by a taking impersonation of Mr. Lincoln by J. D. McKibben. A sketch of the life of Alice Cary was presented by Elizabeth D. Jones, '94, and was given in a quiet, musing way.

The debate, "Resolved, That the claims of the United States in regard to the Behring Sea controversy are just," was opened by Alonzo Zimmerman, '96, who presented several good arguments, but who read her argument and thus failed to gain the best attention of her hearers. The leader on the negative, Julius Carver, '96, spoke of the international character of the question, and advised its adjustment in accordance with the claims of all the nations. Her voice was pleasing, but her remarks were not quite so well connected as they should have been. Nannie McKinsey, '96, made the strongest speech in the debate. She took up the geography of the region, and gave arguments in favor of the northerners. She also showed that the man could be considered as a domestic animal, such as the sheep, etc. Her opponent, Jesse Johnson, '96, said that the ducks flying over the city were not likely to be called domestic animals in the sense she presented some other good points, but not all of them were heard, as she did not speak loud enough.

A vocal solo by Mr. Tourtellot was then given in an excellent manner. Ira Keely, '94, read "An Historical Eury" of her own production—"a fanciful poetic as well as rather unique." Max Loman, '96, gave the closing literary number, a declamation, "Vorlizel," which she delivered very well. A very fine vocal solo by Mr. Swanson completed the program.

Field Day Records at Drake and Iowa Colleges.

In the Drake University contest B. McKibben scores the most points. The following are the days records:

Fifty yard dash, time 5.5-4 seconds—W. W. Budwell.

Forty yard dash, time 10.84—R. E. McKibben.

Putting sixteen pound shot—Clay Gouin, 32 feet 6 inches.

One hundred and twenty yard hurdles—time 20.82—W. W. Budwell.

One hundred yard dash—time 10.84—R. E. McKibben.

Throwing fifteen pound shot—Clay Gouin, 32 feet 6 inches.

One hundred and twenty yard hurdles—time 20.82—R. E. McKibben.

Hurdle race, time 29.51—W. W. Budwell.

Running high jump—Haines, 5 feet 4 inches. Running long jump—Haines, 5 feet 4 inches.

Game.

Three hundred yard run—Haines, 38.25. Two mile bicycle—Oliver, 6 minutes 3 seconds.

One hundred and twenty yard hurdles—time 19.85.

Tennis Doubles.

The following is the result in the tennis doubles:

Zollinger and Neal 6-4 6-6.

Tuttle and Clarkson 6-3 6-3.

Bailey and Rutledge 6-2 6-2.

Chastian and Dyer 6-3 6-2.

Finals:

Zollinger and Neal 6-6 6-6.

Bailey and Rutledge 6-4 6-4.

College Notes.

Next Fall, Columbia will lengthen her medical course from three to four years.

Twenty-seven of the ninety endowed scholarships at Princeton have been founded since 1885.

The Pennsylvanian will probably be a daily instead of a semi-weekly paper in a short time.

The new catalogue of the University of Pennsylvania shows the number of students to be 2,672.

Harvard maintained its supremacy over Yale in Track Athletics May 12, the score by points was Harvard 66, Yale 454.

Wesleyan University has been besetted near 40,000.00 by the late Joseph Spitzer of Brooklyn.

At the next commencement Johns Hopkins University will have the first time bestowed a degree on a woman.

250 graduates from American Colleges are studying at European universities, preparing for educational work in this country.

The "practic system," under which examinations have been conducted for the past ten years at Cornell University, has been done away with for the coming year, by action of a mass meeting of Faculty and students held a couple of weeks ago.

The world's record for the hammer throw was broken at Yale last Saturday by Hitchin, the well known football player. He threw 111 feet 1-24 inches, as over the previous record 110 feet 2 inches. Yale also broke the record for the mile walk in 7 minutes 7.44 seconds.

Professor Lowe began a course of the tariff this week.

The joint debate between the Freshman and Zetas will be held June 8.

Saturday night J. H. Allen was initiated into the Phi Delta Theta fraternity.
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The Law Literary Society we understand disbanded last Saturday evening because of the failure of some of its members to perform their part upon the program. Now, if the programme.

The solar eclipse of April 10th was very successfully observed. Professor Pickering of Harvard succeeded in obtaining the first successful photographs of the reversing layers, showing some twenty bright lines. Professor Schuster of Lick Observatory secured fifty negatives of the corona.

Have Your Eye-troubles Corrected with perfectly fitting glasses by

A. H. WEBER,
Optometrist.

39 W. St., Des Moines, Iowa.

Listed in all Editions in its scope and treatment.

I have just exchanged for the "International Cyclopedia," a work which more fully and completely than "Johnson's" Eighth Volume Edition, which I have just exchanged for the "International." I believe it is superior to any other because of its freshness, clearness and comprehensiveness.

S. OTIS HAHN,
IOWA CITY, IOWA.
NEW SPRING SUITS
FOR MEN AND BOYS.

At prices that will tempt the most economical buyer, nowhere in this country can you buy them for less money and we don't know where you can buy them for as little.

OUR STOCK OF NEW STYLE HATS COMPLETE.

We are showing all the latest style in soft and stiff hats, forty styles of Fedora Hats to select from. Best Values at $1.50, $2.00 and $2.50.

Our $3.00 Hat is equal to the best in the world. We will be pleased to show you our line at any time whether you wish to buy or not.
REPUBLICAN.

I HAVE BEEN ENTIRELY CURED OF CONSUMPTION by the use of Poo's Cure. The doctors said I could not live until Fall. That was one year ago. Now I am well and bouncy and able to do a hard day's work. —Mrs. Laura E. Patterson, Newton, Iowa, June 20, 1892.

Cooper & Bros.,

A RECOGNIZED LEADER IN

BUFFETTTIC & PHOTOGRAPHY.

Call and Examine

our Work from

the Smallest Lockets to Life Size.

22 CLINTON STREET.

It is a well known fact that our factories have been engaged for some time on a biography of James G. Blaine. The author is Mr. Blaine's literary executor and has the literary correspondence of his family. She knows the inner and outer life of the man who for years stood as the foremost American statesman and political leader. He had his respect and confidence and in her own words his papers, letters and all his intellectual and biographical effects. Hereof a writer of remarkable power, with a force and vivacity of style which are the envy of her literary contemporaries, underlines a subject in the same character forming the best any other American biography of the man deserves. From the combination of a great subject and a great writer, a great book must result. This interest already manifested in the work shows that the demand will be great. It will be bound in one large, attractive, volume and finely illustrated by the best artists. The exclusive sale for the work for Iowa has been secured by E. H. Bilich & Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Write for territory.

New spring suite at Bloom & Mayr's.

The new Columbian hat, at Oast & Easley's.

Coast & Easley are the sole agents for the celebrated Demip hat.

We are feeling — the increasing demand for Durable

and Attractive.

Storm Coats for ladies' wear and are

engaged with a full line. They are not expensive either.

FRATT & STRICK

118 Clinton Street.

Go to the Golden Eagle and see the
clegant line of tight shoes, the newest in the land.

Joseph Gillott's Steel Pens

Nos. 303—604—704—804.

And other styles to suit all hands.

THE MOST PERFECT OF PENS.

D. F. ROSENKRANZ,

MANUFACTURER OF AND DEALER IN

HATS AND CAPS: LATEST STYLE

AND

GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS.

SPRING DRIVING GLOVES

$10.00-$20.00.

At Reasonable Rates.

D. A. O. HUNT,

CLEVELAND, OHIO,

Dr. D. A. HUNT.

DENTIST.

Over Johnson County Bank

CAPTAIN P. S. STEVENS,

DEALER IN

CAPS, HATS, AND STUBB AND TROUSERS.

In Chicago, Ill.

CANDY

CANDY

CITIZENS SAVINGS

AND TRUST CO.

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS, . . . . . . $300,000

A. F. Dreyfuss, President.

G. W. Lee, Vice-President.

C. W. Briar, Secretary.

H. E. Stevens, Cashier.

Depositors.—Coal. A. Nast, G. L. Wags, H.


Four per cent interest paid on Deposits. Accounts received accepted.

Jewelry made on Estate orders.

Joseph Gillot's Steel Pens

Nos. 303—604—704—804.

And other styles to suit all hands.

THE MOST PERFECT OF PENS.

J. P. X. & Kistner,

DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF

Cord Wood

Both hard and soft, green and dry,

Always on hand.

Leave Orders at Whiskee's.